INTRODUCTION
He retired from his long-term duty at the ITU-TMSC Department of Instrument Manufacturing in 2005. He died on 4 September 2012. According to his autobiography, he wrote poems, painted and composed about 30 songs. He often mentioned his teacher, Mithat Arman, in his works, a man who contributed greatly to both his education and personality.
His Exhibitions
Cafer Açın held three exhibitons of his own instruments in Ankara, one at the Faculty of Language, History and Geography of Ankara University in 1950, one at the National Library in 1968, and one at the Exhibition Hall of the Ankara Ministry of Industry in 1973, before he was appointed to Istanbul TMSC; and there were two exhibitions after his appointment, one at the Atatürk Cultural Center in Izmir in 1981, and one at the Urart Art Gallery at the 11 th International Istanbul Festival in 1983. Moreover, he organized the department of music at the 18 th European Council Art Gallery within the Anatolian Civilizations Exhibition (Açın, 1994) .
The Instruments of Cafer Açın: The instruments that Cafer Açın made in the light of the suggestions and directions of performers were as follows:
Mut: This is a chordophone which has a clearer sound than the oud and is easier to play and hold. It was made for Musa Kumral in 1963, and is first mentioned in the books, Instrument Science (Enstrüman Bilimi) and Oud Manufacturing (Ud Yapımı) (Açın, 1994) .
Çağlar: This is a chordophone appropriate for electro and plain tambur, guitar and bağlama which was made for the Hikmet Taşan-Suna Teoman Duo in 1972; and it was mentioned in his book, Instrument Science (Enstrüman Bilimi) (Açın, 1994) .
Yaren: This is a joint chordophone made for Özay Gönlüm in 1974, which combined three types of bağlama; and was mentioned in the books, Instrument Science (Enstrüman Bilimi) and Bağlama Manufacturing (Bağlama Yapımı) (Açın, 1994) .
It was said that he manufactured another instrument called the Viguid as well as the Mut, the Çağlar and the Yaren however, there is no detailed information concerning this (Açın, 1994) . Moreover, it has been suggested that he manufactured only one each of these instruments and that he did not mass-manufacture them. The improvements he made to the traditional instruments are explained in the concluding part of the present study.
The piano studies he designed for the Turkish music sound system between the years 1971 and 1974 are known not to have been completed (Açın, 1994) .
Awards Bestowed on Cafer Açın:
The International Violin Manufacturing Award (1972) , the Award for Contribution to Forest Conservation (1981) , the Award for Contribution to Education and Training (1991) , the Boğaziçi Music Foundation Award (1996) (Açın, 2003) .
Explanatory Presentation of the Works of Cafer Açın:
Cafer Açın published and developed his first lecture notes for the benefit of the Turkish Music State Conservatory Protection Association. Some of his speeches were published, and some of them were not. The speeches he wrote are listed under the heading "Speeches" below. He made use of his own speeches and notes in his books later. Cafer Açın"s speeches, articles and books are listed in chronological order below, without any orthographic changes to the names (The Turkish Language Association orthography was used in the descriptions; e.g. Tanbur (Açın, 1994) . This speech was then included in his bağlama book.
Speech: Cafer Açın"s address, "Bağlama Arrangements", made at the III National Turcology Congress (Istanbul 6-10 October 1980). (Açın, 1994) . This speech was then included in his bağlama book.
Four Cafer Açın speeches were published in the journals, the Journal of Music (Musiki Mecmuası) and Turkish Folk Music and Dances (Türk Halk Müziği ve Oyunları) in 1980-82: Cafer Açın, "Our Forests and Instrument Manufacturing", Music Journal, iss. 380, Istanbul 1980, p. 13-14 Speech: Cafer Açın"s speech, "The construction, heights, ratios, tunes, frequencies, balances, sounds and sound ranges ney family" was given at the IV. National Turcology Congress (İstanbul 20 October 1981) (Açın, 1994) . This speech was then included in his ney book.
Cafer Açın, "Treason to Turkish Nation", Music Journal, iss. 383, Istanbul 1981, p. 12-14 Cafer Açın, "Important Issues Misunderstood about Insteruments", Music Journal, iss. 384, Istanbul 1981, p. 7-8 Cafer Açın, "Bağlama and Its Family", Turkish Folc Music and Dances, iss. 3, 1982, p. 118-119; iss. 5, 1983, p. 216-218 . The ideas contained in this speech were then included in his bağlama book.
He continued his speeches after publishing his above-mentioned three works. :
Speech: Cafer Açın"s speech, "The Development of Classical Klasik Kemençe" delivered at the ITU Turkish Music State Conservatory I: Turkish Music Symposium (Istanbul 21-23 December 1983) (Açın, 1994 (Açın, 1994) . However, this project has not been completed according to Filiz Ali . Speech: Cafer Açın"s paper, "The Development of Instrument Manufacturing in Turkey" was given at the I. Music Congress (Ankara 14-18 June 1988) (Açın, 1994 As can be understood from the word "Instrument" in the title of the book, he refuses to use the word "çalgı", and he began his book by stating that the words "saz" and "instrument" should be used instead of "çalgı". He developed his book into Instrument Knowledge and wrote Instrument Science: Organology 18 years later. In this book of 500 pages, he evaluated the words "organology" and "çalgı", and explained instruments in groups of "percussion instruments (drum, davulbaz, deblek, goblet drum, halile, tambourine, daire, jazz tambourine, frame drum, kudüm, kös, timpani, chácaras, spoon, castanet, maraca, triangle, banjo, toumba, metronome, trap set; and xylophone and santur from melodic percussion instruments)", "wind instruments (kaval -dilsiz kaval ("kaval without a tongue"), dilli kaval ("kaval with a tongue") and two kavals, çığırtma, sipsi, zurna, mey, tulum (bagpipe), nefir, girift, ney, flute, oboe, bassoon, clarinet, saxophone, trumpet, horn, trombone, büğlü, tuba)", "plectrum instruments (komuz, bağlama family, yaren, tar (lute), tambur, oud, mut, lute, guitar, qanun, harp, çenk, lyre)", "stringed instruments (ıklığ, hegit, rebab, stringed tambur, kemenche, sinekemani (breast fiddle), violin, viola, cello, double bass)", "clavier instruments (air claviers: organ, accordion, garmon, electronic claviers: epinet, harpsichord, percussion claviers: piano)". The chapters included balance and ratios, golden ratios, sound systems, frequency and ranges, acceleration in instruments, tension and pressure, sound ranges, Turkish music and Turkish instruments in World music, standards of Turkish instruments, manufacture and repair of instruments, and ornamental art and Turkish instruments. The book also includes an interview with the Canadian musicologist Irene Markoff, "You can challenge the world with your instrument" (pp. 102-103). The book Organology 2, which he published one year later, is almost like a summary of Instrument Science. However, following the chapters on the "manufacture and repair of instruments" and "how to protect instruments", the issues around instruments used in different music types, and music types according to the instruments, are explained.
In his book, Turkish Art of Ornamenting Instrument (İstanbul: Emek Basımevi, 1995, 123 p.; 2. baskı 2000), Cafer Açın addresses the following issues: "Saz Neck Ornaments", "Carved Soundholes of Meydan Sazı", "Carved Soundholes of Divan Sazı", "Carved Soundholes of the Bağlama", "Carved Soundholes of the Tambura", "Carved Soundholes of the Chonguri Cura", "Carved Soundholes of the Bağlama Cura", "Carved Soundholes of the Tambura Cura", "Soundholes of the Tambura, Bağlama and Divan Sazı", " Figured 
In his book, Forms and Acustic Projections of Turkish and Western
Instruments (İstanbul Emek Basımevi, 1995, 128 p., Cafer Açın addresses the following topics and issues: "Golden ratios in instruments", "Forms and acoustic projections of instruments", "Balance and ratios in instruments", "Frequencies and ranges of instruments", "Anatomies of instruments", "Sound ranges of instruments", "Tensions and pressures of instruments", and "Standard measurements of instruments (kudüm, mey, ney, bağlama, tar), tambur, oud, lute, qanun, violin bow, kemenche, stringe tambur, black sea kemenche, classical kemenche, violin)". Most sections in this book had been included in his previous book, Instrument Science (1994) . Cafer Açın made use of the ideas and opinions of Cüneyd Orhon regarding the development of the kemenche, and stated that he met Arel in 1948, and Arel had knowledge in this field. Cüneyd Orhon stated that he met Cafer Açın in 1972 and that they talked about the equalization of kemenche strings, which indicated that Açın was not aware of Arel"s studies. Orhon stated that they had the opportunity to conduct studies concerning the establishment of the conservatory Orhon also stated that "I want to discuss the equalized four-stringed kemenche of Arel one more time" (Aksoy, 2010) , which, again, indicated that Cafer Açın also noticed that there were constraints attached to the kemenche and he wanted to work on them, and that he was affected by Cüneyd Orhon, who also shared the views of Arel.
In his book, The Art of Tambur Manufacturing and Tambur Artists (İstanbul: Bilgi Basımevi, 2002, 338 p.), Cafer Açın addresses the following topics and issues: "Tambur", "The Anatomy of the Tambur", "The Tambur Scheme", "The Subhi Ezgi and Arel System", "Fret Ranges of Fifty-six Transposition", "Fret Ranges of Sixtyfive Transposition", "The Sound Range of the Tambur", "Golden Ratios in Instruments", "Acoustic Forms of the Tambur", "Balance and Ratios in Instruments", "Balance and Ratios in the Tambur", "Sound Systems in Music", "Inverse Proportion in Music", "Intermediate Frequencies", "Chromatic Sound Frequencies", "Sound Horns", "The Tuning Fork", "The Tuning Fork Problem", "Curve in Instruments", "Tension and Pressures in Instruments", "Tambur Manufacturing", "Images of Tambur Manufacturing", "Artists Album", "Manufacturing Artists", "Famous Tambur Artists of Old Times", "Performing Artists", "The Stringed Tambur and Tambur Artists", "Stringed Tambur", "Famous Stringed Tambur Artists", "Two Legendary Tambur Artists of Old Times", "Famous Tambur Artists of Today, "The Art of Turkish Instrument Manufacturing", "Turkish Art of Ornamenting Instruments", "Tools Used in the Manufacture of Instruments", and "Trees Used in the Manufacture of Instruments and Their Properties". (İstanbul: Bilgi Basımevi, 2003, 387 p.) , Cafer Açın addresses the following topics and ıssues: "The Qanun", "The Sound Range of the Qanun", "The Anatomy of the Qanun", "The Anatomic Parts of the Qanun", "Instruments Like the Qanun", "Fârâbî", "Cafer Açın Theory" "Golden Ratios in Instruments", "The Acoustic Form of the Qanun", "Tension and Pressures in Instruments", "Tension and Pressures in the Qanun", "The Sound System in Music", "Inverse Proportion in Music", "Coma Frequencies", "Chromatic Sound Frequencies", "Sound Horns", "The Tuning Fork", "The Tuning Fork Problem", "Curve in Instruments", "Qanun Manufacturing", "Images of Qanun Manufacturing", "Artists Album", "Manufacturing Artists", "Performing Artists", "The Art of Turkish Instrument Manufacturing", "Turkish Art of Ornamenting Instruments", "Tools Used in the Manufacture of Instruments", and "Trees Used in the Manufacture of Instruments and Their Properties". He mentioned issues concerning the "proportioning method or theory", a theory he came up with and used for the first time in this book. He wrote that, "Vertical lines drawn at equal intervals from the corner of an acute angle to an edge constitute the folds of the first vertical line". This theory was proved in 1957, and used as a proportioning method in making the instruments bigger or smaller. It is also used in architecture and cartography. Moreover, Cafer Açın included the article, "An Examination of the History of the Qanun" by Haluk Güneyli, the writing of İsmail Şençalar on why he wrote the qanun method, the explanation of Nevzat Sümer regarding the peg plan of the qanun, and the writings, "Multiple Sounding of Turkish Music" and "53 Tools of Easy Transmission to Coma" by Ahmet D. Sandıkçı.
In his book, The Art of Qanun Manufacturing and Qanun Artists
Stringed Instruments", "The Art of Manufacturing Plectrum Instruments", , "The Art of Manufacturing Classical Instruments: and "The Art of Manufacturing Wind Instrument". It is known that his books were produced via photocopy, and not by a printing house.
In his books, Cafer Açın addresses musicians who manufacture instruments and perform their instruments efficiently and he sometimes mentions his children, teachers or virtuosos at the beginning of his books. However, the fact that certain sections are always repeated without any changes in many of his books resulted in many unnecessary repetitions. Among these repeated sections are "The Art of Turkish Instrument Manufacturing", "Turkish Art of Ornamenting Instruments", "Tools Used in the Manufacture of Instruments", "Trees Used in the Manufacture of Instruments", "The Golden Ratio in Instruments", "Tension and Pressures in Instruments", "Sound Ranges in Instruments", "Balance and Ratios in Instruments", "Acceleration in Instruments", "Patterns, Motifs and Soundhole Images", "Frequency and Fret Ranges in Instruments", "Anatomies of Instruments", "Standard Turkish Instruments", "Frequencies", "The Diapason", "The Diapason Problem", "Sound Horns", "Coma Frequencies", "Chromatic Sound Frequencies", "Sound Systems in Music", "Inverse Proportion in Music" and "Turkish Music Maqams". The section on the trees used in the manufacture of instruments was included in almost all of his research works. Although he did not mention Adnan Berkel"s book, Wooden Material Technology (Ağaç Malzeme Teknolojisi) in his bibliography, he used most of the information in that book in his own works, without making any changes (Berkel, 1971:145) . The reason why he constantly repeated information could be due to the fact that he was not familiar with book writing techniques.
In his works called The Piano, The Bağlama, The Qanun, The Violin, The Classical Kemenche, The Ney, The Tambur, Oud Manufacturing Art and Artists, which aimed at explaining these instruments one by one, the sections "Artists Album", "Manufacturing Artists" and "Performing Artists" were introduced. These works generally included issues such as the anatomies of the instruments he mentioned, their anatomic parts, sound ranges, forms and acoustic projections, balance and ratios, frequency and fret ranges, tension and pressures, pattern and motif images, and standard measurements; images of the manufacture of each instrument were also included. (Açın, 1994: 16) . He also classified percussion instruments as percussion and melodic percussion instruments; wind instruments as wooden and metal or reed and mouthpiece wind instruments; and clavier instruments as air clavier instruments, electronic clavier instruments, plectrum instruments and percussion clavier instruments. (Açın, 1999) His works included innovative approaches that would help the instruments to be performed individually and within a group such as the stringing qanun (1950), determining the standard lengths, fret ranges, fret frequencies, balance and ratios, and determining the places of the sound holes of the bağlama family (1953) (1954) , positioning the strings on ouds (1954) (1955) , making a new tambur using wooden material instead of metal for the ribs and leather instead of a wooden soundboard (1973) , equalizing the lengths of the strings of the classical kemenche, extending the sound range by adding a fourth string, thus enabling a clearer sound, placing a metal piece at the bottom of the instrument in order to make it easier to play on the knee, thus creating the kemenche family (1974) , standardizing the manufacture of the kemenche (1975), determining the tunes, lengths, names, balance, ratios and fret ranges of the ney (1976), standardizing the form, neck and string lengths of the bağlama (1978) (1979) , plugging a sound cable to the kemane, thus creating a new kemane, developing the alto kemane (1978) , creating the kemane family (1980) , and stretching the leather of the kudüm on a wooden bowl with screws (1984).
Cafer Açın opened courses using his own means in order to create a standard that would be implemented all around the country, he sent the plans, projects and manufacture techniques of the instruments he drew to people who were unable to participate in these courses, and he published various works of research, including those above-mentioned, at his own expense (Açın, 1977: 61) . Many researchers are known to have made use of the studies of Açın concerning instrument manufacture (Copcuoğlu, 1993: 98-99) . Moreover, Eren Özek published an article in which he explained the measurement methods using a simple and understandable language in order to enable the common use of the balance and ratios as determined by Açın (Özek, 2005) .
Cafer Açın prepared plans and projects for a piano to play Turkish Music, and invented new stringed instruments called the "mut", the "yaren" and the "çağlar" in the light of the suggestions and opinions of performers.
It is clear that Cafer Açın broke new grounds in many of his works concerning the manufacture, standardization and development of many instruments. Yılmaz Öztuna placed Cafer Açın at the top of the list in his music encyclopedia; M. Nazmi Özalp included a biography of Açın in Turkish Music History (Türk Musikisi Tarihi) ; Şenel Önaldı mentioned him as "A person who manufactured almost all Turkish musical instruments, and the piano, stringed instruments and the guitar from the western musical instruments, in the best way" in his encyclopedia; (Önaldı, 1977) and Murat Bardakçı said that he was "a very valuable luthier of our time" (Bardakçı, 1980) . The fact that he developed the kemenche and he was a valuable luthier was mentioned in the book, The Manufacture of Musical Instruments and Instrument Drawings (Müzik Aletleri Yapımı Enstrüman Çizimi) of the Ministry of National Education published within the Vocational Education Development Project (MEB, 2006) . The present study is not a complete evaluation of the works of Cafer Açın; however, researchers and academics who are interested in organology and instrument manufacturing should examine the issues of ratio, balance, instrument manufacturing measurements and fret measurements as introduced by Cafer Açın.
